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Our Family Stories
America is a nation of immigrant families.
We share more than we may think.
This is one of a series of Discussion Guides to help you explore six books about innovative early-learning programs. Now more than ever, such efforts need to be lifted up and encouraged nationwide.
United Way for Southeastern Michigan is proud to highlight these six programs because we know they
work! Rigorous evaluation, conducted over a number of years, proves that they shape children’s lives and
the entire community in positive ways.
Are families confronting especially difficult challenges in your part of the country? Poverty? Tension
over diverse cultures? Concern about recent immigration? Well, these six books originated in neighborhoods wrestling with the impact of poverty, low rates of literacy as well as recent immigration. Our
metro-Detroit region has become nationally known for the creative—and effective—responses by the talented professionals working for nonprofits focused on early childhood issues. We’re finding solutions that
can work for you, too.
Within our larger series, this particular Discussion Guide helps men and women in diverse communities come together and realize that most of us living in the U.S. today share stories of immigration—and
the challenges of overcoming resistance to our nation’s ever-growing diversity. We all share in this challenge. Members of a German-American family whose ancestors arrived in the mid 1800s may have
forgotten the several waves of strong anti-German bias in our history. Irish and Scottish immigrants once
faced horrendous stereotypes when they arrived on American shores. And, Catholic families arriving
from southern European countries were hammered with anti-immigrant hate speech and activism in the
early 20th century. If you are unaware of the huge challenges and barriers facing these groups—ask one
of the patriarchs or matriarchs in your family about this. Or, you could visit your local library, museum
or an online bookstore to learn about the courage of these earlier groups of immigrants. There are even
some delightful children’s picture books that explore these issues for multi-generational reading.
Within our six books about innovative early-childhood learning, we cover a wide range of specific
educational techniques and skills. This particular Discussion Guide is based on the book called: ACCESS
to School—An innovative two-generation school readiness approach to empowering immigrant parents. The great
innovation in the ACCESS early-childhood program is its adaptation for children and parents who
have arrived with little or no English and often very little exposure to formal education. The ACCESS
program jump-starts literacy and other kinds of learning, despite these barriers. In addition, a key part
of ACCESS’s mission is to help these families find equal opportunities at a time when our nation is
experiencing a rise in anxiety and friction—and sometimes outright hateful acts—aimed at immigrants
and minority groups.

How can you use this
Discussion Guide?
Step 1 is inviting people to discuss what we are presenting to readers in these books.
You might tell people something like this: “All of us care about the children in our community. Can
we talk about some fresh ideas I’ve found in these new books about early childhood learning? They’re
packed with fresh ways that families can encourage education and acceptance. This could help our
neighborhood. We could use these ideas—right here where we live. So, can we talk about this?”
Look at the wide range of books and guides in this series: Each has its own focus. The strength of this
particular guide is its focus on bringing together a diverse group of parents and inviting them to bond
around shared family stories and values. The activity described here was developed as part of the ongoing research by University of Michigan sociologist Dr. Wayne Baker, author of United America, a book
about the surprising number of core values that all Americans share, despite our apparent differences.
Dr. Baker contributed to this six-book series by writing the preface for the volume titled, Building Healthy
Relationships in Early Learning.
The basic activity described in this guide already has been used coast to coast in groups ranging from
a half dozen people in a living room to crowds as large as 100 or more in a conference hall. The steps
have been slightly modified, here, to focus on the themes at the heart of ACCESS efforts to encourage
an appreciation of diversity.
Bottom line: We know this works. It’s sure to work for you, too. Rigorous academic evaluation has
shown that the programs described in these six books are effective.
Who might join the discussion? Look around you. Did you know that millions of small groups
meet every week across the United States? Group settings include congregations, schools, libraries, civic
centers, coffee shops, and individuals’ homes. The intentions of these groups range from religious to recreational, from educational to purely social. Whatever their purpose, many of these groups occasionally
enjoy discussing a helpful new book. When offering these six books for discussion, you’re likely to attract
interest among parents, grandparents, teachers and community leaders who are attuned to the needs of
children.
How do you get the conversation started? Tell people: “This seems like an exciting idea—I’m
already thinking about what I want to share with the group, if we use this particular guide’s idea for a
program. And, there’s no cost to do this. The guide is free for us to use. There are lots of interesting
ideas here that we can adapt to help our own families. Can we try this?”
As this series of guides expands, you’ll find additional issues to discuss—along with additional group
activities we will be recommending. Look at the last page of this discussion guide for a complete list of all
six books and upcoming guides. Remember: Some guides are finished; more are coming. Plus: We’d love
to hear your questions and ideas for spreading this news.
America’s next generation needs our help—today!
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Preparation
The activity described in this guide takes some advance notice so participants can prepare. If you are
piloting this idea by word of mouth with a handful of friends, then you won’t need to prepare newsletters
or handbills or calendar listings. But, if you are scheduling this event for a larger group, you might call
this activity:
Family Treasures
Sharing Our Family Stories
You might explain it to participants by saying—or writing:
What’s your treasure? On—list the date, time and location you will gather—bring a small treasure from
home that you feel captures part of the story of how your family came to this country. What’s “small”? Well, you’ll need
to be able to carry it with you and easily display it as you tell the story behind this item. This invitation always produces
surprises! Among the smallest items participants have brought forward are coins, pins, buttons and, in one unusual case, a
great grandfather’s gold tooth! On the larger end of the spectrum, participants have brought in area rugs, wall hangings, a
tire from a Model T Ford and, in one group, a man brought in his parents’ steamer trunk from the early 1900s.
That description is usually enough to give people the idea. You could also explain: Common items
people share are pieces of clothing, family photos, dishes, keys and documents (one man brought in his
father’s enlistment papers for service in World War I). Unusual items brought to these groups include
a priceless piece of 19th-century hand-made lace, a small chunk of copper ore from a mine, a “dowry
dress” with coins for the bride sewn into the fabric, a tiny framed wreath made of an ancestor’s hair, the
fragments of an ancient broken clay pipe and a glass jar of soil from a family’s homeland that had been
handed down for more than a century. However, you may not want to intimidate people with the list of
most-unusual items. As group leader, though, you are likely to be startled by items that appear!
MANAGING THE EXPERIENCE—You can use many terms to describe this program: an
“evening,” “program,” “workshop,” “seminar” or “retreat.” Some participants, after the program, have
described it as “Family Show & Tell.” Talk with friends and colleagues before you test this experience
about what phrases they find most appealing.
AGE RANGE—Because these programs involve individuals telling the stories behind their
objects—and a bit of their family history along the way—a program can become lengthy. Generally,
everyone wants to share. Your biggest challenge will be gently managing and limiting the amount of
time each speaker spends at the front of the room. In general, we have found this works best with an
adult-only crowd. However, depending on your circle of friends, you may want to adapt this for a multigenerational group. Or, you could adapt this for a kids-only program. Think about this in advance, so
that everyone participating in the program gets the same information and responds in a similar way.
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Wherever this program has been used nationwide, people respond with enthusiasm and often with
emotion. You’re likely to find that people who were not able to share in the first session will request a
second gathering so they can participate.
As group leader, be aware of the emotions this program can summon. Group leaders have told us
about total strangers bonding over objects as simple as a grandfather’s “dog tags” from World War
I or II, a grandmother’s crystal candy dish, a hard-to-earn Boy Scout merit badge or even common
household utensils like a grandparent’s hammer or cast-iron frying pan.
‘ADULT SHOW & TELL’—This phrase has cropped up more than once in groups hosting this
kind of activity. That wording could mislead participants, because we are not asking them simply to
bring in something from a current hobby or a recent vacation. However, the phrase does identify a
powerful truth: Most adults have few opportunities to bring out a treasured object and share its story
with friends, let alone with strangers in a public setting of a discussion group. Consider this: While our
daily conversations may vigorously buzz across cups of coffee, cell phones and social media, we rarely
have an invitation to reach back and tell heart-felt stories about ways our lives were shaped, years ago.
That’s the real power of this experience and why it is so popular with participants and frequently leads to
bonds between strangers.
FINAL TIPS—Participants need to feel comfortable with the group and the leader, so make this a
safe and encouraging setting for people to share their objects—and the stories behind them. Also, people
will enjoy having at least a week to prepare for the experience. We have heard from many participants
that a week of anticipating this activity was a lot of fun. Some people think about several possible objects
before they settle on “just the right story to tell the group.” This means they have enjoyed a number of
memories throughout that week of preparation. And, participants often wind up reaching out to friends,
relatives, neighbors and co-workers as they prepare their story. This is a terrific opportunity for multifaceted outreach in a community.
Also consider: In a number of discussion groups, someone has volunteered to record the stories. Short
videos can be produced on smartphones or other small handheld devices. After hearing these stories,
participants often say they wish someone could provide a video clip the storyteller could share with
others. Discuss this possibility with your group.

Expand the Conversation
If you’ve read this book, used this Discussion Guide and care about these issues, then please help
with the larger overall effort. Now more than ever, Americans need to be reminded of the challenges we
face in early childhood education—in the midst of an ever-more-diverse community. With funding cuts
and shifts occurring nationwide, assistance from community-based nonprofits will be urgently needed.
You can help meet these needs by letting others know about your personal interest—and the potential
of group discussions. Many men and women feel isolated in their concern for the welfare of young
children. Simply letting other people know of your concern can help to touch off a growing communitywide awareness.
One way you can expand the conversation is by visiting the book’s Amazon page and adding a review
of the book. Of course, we hope you’ve found this book helpful, so we welcome Amazon reviews that
may prompt others to pick up a copy and extend the discussion.
But that’s not all! Share your thoughts on Facebook or in your own newsletters. (Note: You are free to
quote from our book in a blog post or column you might write about your experience in reading and discussing ACCESS to
School. We want you to share these important ideas far and wide.)
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19th century cup from Japan
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U.S. serviceman’s edition of Walt
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Souvenir steel wagon from the 1933
Chicago World’s Fair
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